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Businesses expect robust growth next year 

As high as 97 percent of business enterprises in Bangladesh said they would expand their operations next year,

buoyed by a strong economy and positive international trade prospects, according to the HSBC’s flagship

Navigator report.  “Bangladeshi businesses are brimming with confidence,” said the report, which was launched

globally yesterday.  The percentage is much higher than the global average of 79 percent and the Asian average of

77 percent.   “Nearly all Bangladeshi firms surveyed have an optimistic outlook,” the survey report said.  

Moreover, 50 percent of Bangladeshi businesses are expecting growth of 15 percent or more, which would be

about twice the rate of the expected GDP growth in the country.   The Navigator survey, which is the largest of its

kind, is conducted on behalf of HSBC by Kantar.   The study gauges sentiment and expectations of businesses in

the near to mid-term future on topics, including business outlook, international trade, geopolitics, sustainability,

technology and wellbeing. It is compiled from responses by decision-makers at 9,131 businesses – from small and

mid-market to large corporations – across a broad range of industry sectors in 35 markets.   The survey was

conducted between August and September 2019. 
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/businesses-expect-robust-growth-next-year-1825984

Tax collection rises fourfold in eight yrs

All preparations have been completed to hold the Chattogram Divisional Tax Fair in the port city. The weeklong

fair will kick off on Thursday. Information Minister Dr Hasan Mahamud will be present at the inaugural ceremony

as the chief guest. The organisers said holding of the annual tax fair in the country have helped substantially

increase tax and revenue collection. Tax collection has marked a four-fold rise in the last fiscal year than 2009-

2010 fiscal year as the tax fair is held in every four years on a regular basis, they noted. "Tax collection has

increased four times (last fiscal) year than the previous years as the fair is being held in every year," said G M Abul

Kalam Kaikobad, Commissioner of Tax Zone-2 and convener of the tax fair, at a press conference on Monday. He

said a total of Tk 111.17 billion (Tk 11,117 crore) was collected from Chattogram in 2018-19 fiscal year while more

than Tk 27.50 billion (Tk 2,750 crore, 88 lakh) was collected from here in 2009-10 fiscal year. "A total of Tk 401.2

million (Tk 40 crore, 12 lakh) was collected against a total of 14,330 returns in 2010 while over Tk 5.6 million (Tk

560 crore, 83 lakh, 43 thousand) was collected against 47,129 returns in 2018," he disclosed at the press briefing

at the Tax Office at Agrabad in the morning. Chattogram City Corporation (CCC) Mayor A J M Nasir Uddin will be

present at the opening ceremony as the special guest, the organisers said. As in the previous years, the National

Board of Revenue (NBR) is organising the event, they mentioned.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/tax-collection-rises-fourfold-in-eight-yrs-

1573496376
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https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/national/govt-set-to-implement-g2g-projects-under-ppp-

1573476890

Bon voyage, Bangla Bond!

Bangladesh needs to boost private investment from the current 23 percent of GDP to nearly 30 percent to

accelerate and sustain growth as it moves up the middle-income path and strives to achieve the Sustainable

Development Goals. The financing needs are enormous. Infrastructure, manufacturing, construction, housing and

modern services sectors require substantial financing. Most of these sectors generate revenues primarily in local

currency. Even if they could borrow in foreign currency, such borrowing will be subject to a currency mismatch

exposing the borrowers to exchange rate risk. Local currency bond issuance avoids such risks, but such a market

does not exist within Bangladesh. Thus, local investors would like to borrow provided they can service such

borrowing in local currency.  There are global investors interested in high-quality assets in the offshore market for

various maturities offering competitive returns at affordable risk.
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NBR widens area of container e-tracking

The National Board of Revenue has widened the area of using electronic seal and lock, an e-tracking technology, in

export and import containers to enhance security of the containers and prevent duty evasion. The provision of

using electronic seal and lock now will be applicable to all containers, cargos, covered vans, trucks, railway

wagons, cargo vessel hatches engaged on both ways of transport of export and import goods, transit and

transshipment products between customs ports and other customs stations, export processing zones and

economic zones.The revenue board in June last year framed the rules, making it applicable to containers bound to

the Chattogram port from private inland container depots (ICDs) and containers bound to ICDs from the

Chattogram port. According to the amended rules, the rules will now be applicable to both-way transports

between all ports and customs stations, customs inland container depots, customs inland water container

terminals, export processing zones and economic zones.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90369/nbr-widens-area-of-container-e-tracking

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bon-voyage-bangla-bond-1825975

Govt set to implement G2G projects under PPP

The Cabinet on Monday approved in principle the draft of the ‘Bangladesh Public-Private Partnership (PPP-

Amendment) Bill, 2019’ to pave the path for undertaking and implementing the G2G (government-to-government)

projects under PPP as well. The approval came from the weekly cabinet meeting held at the Bangladesh

Secretariat with Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in the chair, according to UNB. “There’s no provision to implement

G2G schemes in the existing Bangladesh Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Act, 2015. After the enactment of the

PPP Act, 2015, the government took initiatives for the execution of the PPP projects (G2G PPP) with different

countries,” said Cabinet Secretary Khandker Anwarul Islam while briefing reporters after the meeting. He said

Bangladesh has already signed a number of memoranda/cooperation of understanding with Japan, Singapore,

South Korea and the UAE under the ‘Policy for Implementing PPP Projects through the G2G law framed in 2017. 
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A lack of financial technology or fintech, well-rounded governance and securities with good track records is to

blame for the very minimum participation of people in Bangladesh’s stock market compared to peer countries, say

specialists. “Only 1.8 percent of people in Bangladesh are investing in stocks, assuming that there are 30 lakh

investors, which is much low among Asian countries,” said Xueyun Li, manager of Shenzhen Kingdom Sci-Tech.  Of

the 250 brokers of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), only a few provide online trading facilities to clients while 90

percent of trading orders are placed in writing and through phone, leaving scope for mistakes and problems, she

said. “Fintech regarding the analysis of stocks is also rare. So fintech is necessary to attract investors,” said Li while

delivering a presentation at Kingdom China Capital Market Conference at Hilton Shenzhen Shekou Nanhai in China

on Friday. Fintech includes new technologies, such as specialised software and algorithms, used on computers and

increasingly on smartphones that improve and automate service delivery.

Private offering of corporate bonds drops in FY19

Issuance of corporate debt securities or bonds through private placement declined in the past fiscal year (FY),

according to statistics available with the central bank. It showed that some 23 companies issued bonds worth Tk

127.50 billion in FY19. Earlier in FY18, some 29 companies issued bonds through private placement. The total

value of the issued bonds was around Tk 107 billion. All the bonds were offered privately, meaning that there was

no public listing and no secondary transactions of these debt securities. Central bank statistics, complied using the

data supplied by Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC), also showed that the outstanding

amount of privately offered corporate bonds stood at Tk 372.12 billion in last seven years. At the same time, the

value of the privately issued debenture stood at Tk 111.95 billion. A total of 16 companies issued these corporate

debentures in the last seven years since FY13.
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Fintech to boost stocks 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/fintech-boost-stocks-1825978

https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock/bangladesh/private-offering-of-corporate-bonds-

drops-in-fy19-1573456486

GP alleges BTRC disobeying court order

Mobile phone operator Grameenphone on Monday alleged the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory

Commission disobeyed a court order that barred the commission from taking any measure against the operator

for recovering an audit claim. The mobile phone operator made the allegation at a discussion with reporters in a

city hotel on Money. GP chief executive officer Michael Patrick Foley, deputy chief executive officer Yasir Azman

and regulatory affairs head Hossain Sadat were present on the occasion. ‘The BTRC failed to obey the injunction

given by the High Court,’ Foley alleged. On October 17, the High Court issued an injunction for two months on

realisation of Tk 12,579.95 crore in audit claim from GP by the BTRC. The Appellate Division is now hearing the

issue as the BTRC has challenged the HC order. The telecom regulator’s move to appoint administrators to GP and

Robi to recover audit claims had prompted the mobile phone operator to go to court.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90372/gp-alleges-btrc-disobeying-court-order
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RMG exports to US grow by 9.96pc in 9 months

The growth in Bangladesh’s readymade garment exports to the United States continued decreasing in nine months

(January-September) of 2019 as global consumption of RMG products dropped amid economic woes and some of

the competing countries grabbed more market share, experts and exporters said. Bangladesh’s RMG exports to

the US in January-September of this year grew by 9.96 per cent while the export growth to the market was 14.49

per cent in the first half (January-June) and 16.12 per cent in the first quarter (January-March), according to the

data released by the Office of Textiles and Apparel (OTEXA) under the US Department of Commerce on Saturday.

The data showed that Vietnam’s export growth to the US in the first nine months of this year remained steady

while Cambodia and Turkey witnessed a sharp increase in the growth in the period. Bangladesh’s earnings from

RMG exports to the US in January-September of this year grew to $4.56 billion from $4.15 billion in the same

period of last year. ‘Still we have some growth in the US market but some of our competing countries are growing

fast in the market that means we are getting very little and our competing countries are getting more benefits

from order shifting from China due to the US-China trade war,’ Centre for Policy Dialogue distinguished fellow

Mustafizur Rahman said. 

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90374/rmg-exports-to-us-grow-by-996pc-in-9-months

Illegal DTH operators siphon off over Tk 800cr every year 

Taking advantage of the absence of monitoring, illegal DTH (Direct-to-Home) operators have flooded the local

market with connections, causing the Bangladesh government to incur losses of over  Tk 800 crore annually. The

government has noticed such rampant use of illegal DTH services. Information minister Dr Hasan Mahmud

recently warned such operators to scrap illegal connections by December 15. Not only are such illegal DTH

operators laundering huge amounts of money to foreign countries through ‘hundi’ by unauthorised operators, as a

consequence, viewers are also abstaining from watching local television channels, said industry insiders. The

sources added that nearly one million illegal DTH connections are active in Bangladesh at present, but the figure is

increasing rapidly. Tata Sky, DishTV, Sun Direct and AirtelDigital are among the dozens of foreign DTH brands being

sold illegally in the market across the country despite a ban on such connections. The unauthorised operators are

siphoning off over Tk. 800 crore by providing these illegal connections and services, and, as a consequence, local

industry has been severely impacted, said industry people. The DTH dishes of various foreign companies are seen

on the rooftops of many houses and commercial buildings at Gulshan, Baridhara, Banani, Dhanmondi,

Mohammadpur, Tejgaon and other areas in the capital. Such illegal DTH connections are also available even in

rural areas across the country.
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অদক্ষ কর্মীরাই শিল্প চালাচ্ছেন

স্বাধীনতাপরবতী সময়ে দেয়ের শেল্প বলয়ত শিল মূলত পাটকল। পয়র রফতাশনমুখী দপাোক খাত শেয়ে শুরু হে উৎপা

েনমুখী শেয়ল্পর অগ্রযাত্রা। এ ধারাবাশহকতাে গত চার েেয়ক অয়নকগুয়লা শেল্প শবকশেত হয়েয়ি, দযগুয়লার চাশলকাে

ক্তি শিল অেক্ষ কমী। আন্তর্জাশতক সংস্থার পয জয়বক্ষণ বলয়ি, এখয়না অেক্ষ কমীরাই চালায়েন বাংলায়েয়ের শেল্প।বাং

লায়েয়ের দবসরকাশর খাত শনয়ে একটট মূলযােন প্রশতয়বেন সম্প্রশত প্রকাে কয়রয়ি যুিরায়ের আন্তর্জাশতক উন্নেনশব

ষেক সংস্থা ইউএসএআইশি। প্রশতয়বেয়ন শেল্পশিশিক অেক্ষ কমীর হার প্রকাে করা হয়েয়ি। তায়ত দেখা দগয়ি, শেল্প

দিয়ে অেক্ষ কমীর হার সব জশনম্ন ৭৩ েেশমক ৮০ দেয়ক সয়ব জাচ্চ ৯৯ েেশমক ৯ েতাংে।খাতসংশিষ্টরা বলয়িন, বাংলা

দেয়ে শেয়ল্পর পিয়ন অেক্ষ শ্রশমকরাই মূল িূশমকা দরয়খয়িন। তয়ব অেক্ষতা বা স্বল্পেক্ষতা শেয়ে আগামীয়ত শেয়ল্পর 

শবকাে কটিন হয়ব। িশবষযয়তর কো শবয়বচনাে এ অবস্থা দেয়ক দবশরয়ে আসার সমে হয়েয়ি। দপাোক শেয়ল্পর বাইয়র

সম্ভাবনামে খাতগুয়লার অনযতম ওষুধ শেল্প। বাংলায়েয়ের ওষুধ খায়তর বার্ার এরই ময়ধয ২৪৪ দকাটট িলার।

http://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/210417/%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A6%E0%A6%95%E0

%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7-

%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%80%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%BE%E0%A

India’s industrial output falls at the fastest pace in six years

India’s industrial output fell at the fastest pace in over six years in September, adding to a series of weak indicators

that suggests the country’s economic slowdown is deep-rooted and interest rate cuts alone may not be enough to

revive growth. Annual industrial output contracted 4.3 percent in September, government data showed on

Monday. It was the worst performance since a 4.4 percent contraction in February 2013, according to Refinitiv

data. Analysts polled by Reuters had forecast industrial output to fall 2 percent for the month. “A contraction of

industrial production by 4.3 percent in September is serious and indicative of a significant slowdown as both

investment and consumption demand have collapsed,” said Rupa Rege Nitsure, chief economist of L&T Finance

Holdings. The South Asian country needs electricity to fuel its expanding economy but a third decline in power

consumption in as many months points to tapering industrial activity in a nation that aims to become a $5 trillion

economy by 2024.
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প েঁয়াচ্ছের  র এবার বাড়চ্ছে চাচ্ছলর দার্ম

প্রাে েুই মাস ধয়র বার্ায়র লাগামহীন দপেঁোয়র্র োম। এই সময়ে নতুন কয়র বাড়য়ত শুরু কয়রয়ি চায়লর োমও।

বযবসােীরা বলয়িন, আমন দমৌসুয়মর আয়গ দেষ সময়ে শময়ল ধায়নর সরবরাহ কয়ময়ি। এ যুক্তিয়ত চায়লর োম

বাশড়য়েয়িন শমল মাশলকরা। গত েুই শেয়ন দকক্তর্য়ত ২ দেয়ক ৬ টাকা পয জন্ত চায়লর োম দবয়ড়য়ি। চলশত বিয়রর

শুরুয়ত চায়লর োম বাড়য়লও পয়র তা কয়ম যাে। গত মায়স চায়লর োম গয়ড় ৫ েতাংে কয়ময়ি। এর ফয়ল অয়টাবর

মায়স এক েেয়কর ময়ধয সব জশনম্ন পয জায়ে দনয়মশিল চায়লর োম। এখন আবার রার্ধানীসহ দেয়ের শবশিন্ন দমাকায়ম

একসয়ে চায়লর োম দবয়ড়য়ি। ধায়নর োম বাড়শত োকাে চায়লর বার্ায়র প্রিাব পয়ড়য়ি। সবয়চয়ে দবশে দবয়ড়য়ি

শমশনয়কট চায়লর োম। শমল মাশলক, পাইকাশর ও খুচরা বযবসােীরা ের বকৃ্তির শবষয়ে প্রাে একই সুয়র কো বলয়িন।

হিাৎ কয়র োম বাড়ার কারণ সম্পয়কজ বযবসােীরা দমৌসুম দেষ হওোে োম বাড়য়ি বয়ল যুক্তি শেয়েন। তারা

বলয়িন, ধায়নর সরবরাহ কয়ম আসাে চায়লর োম দবয়ড়য়ি। তয়ব খুচরা বযবসােীরা ময়ন কয়রন, শময়লর কারসাক্তর্র

কারয়ণই এবার োম বাড়য়ি।

https://samakal.com/economics/article/19113863/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%B0-

%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0-

%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%9B%E0%A7%87-

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/indias-industrial-output-falls-the-fastest-pace-six-

years-1826056
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.


